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Content 

1. Project
To store the test results, generally named as "Date+Sample"（2019XX_01unit_Fe）

2. Test
2.1. Document

Record the basic information about the sample which is reflected on the report 

2.2. Option 

1) Optical parameter：refractive index and absorption definition

2) Obscuration：Definition、range（generally 3-15%）
3) Optical mode：The difference between Mie and Fraunhofer theory

2.3. General Test 

1）Set SOP：Feeding control (height and rate) and pressure range 

2）Pressure testing：generally around 2-4 bar 

3）Auto alignment and background testing：Definition, features, purpose 

4）Feeding adjustment：Feed (1-7 lever) and height (0.7-2.9mm) 

5）General test：system automatically start vacuum cleaner→air 1→feeding. 

generally, obscuration should be around 3-10% through feeding adjustment 

6）Save average result： 

7）View results：Compare results to view repeatability 

2.4. Auto Test 

User must confirm the test condition by general test before the auto test 

3. Print Results
Export results to PDF、Word、Excel, etc.
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Bettersizer 2600 Operation Procedure of Dry Powder 

The software version used for this operation procedure is V8.0, since Bettersizer 

2600 software is still being upgraded, the software interface may be different, and we 

will continue to update the operating procedure. If you find any problems in English 

translation or software function, welcome to correct, we will be very grateful. 

1. Operation Condition

1）10℃ < environment temperature < 30℃，relative humidity < 70% 

2）Clean environment without smoke and dust. There are no mechanical vibration 

sources and electromagnetic interference sources 

3）The dimensions of the bench are more than 2000mm╳600mm╳800mm 

4）Power supply should have a good grounding wire and is stable 

2. Start On

Start sequence：Computer→ Particle size analyzer, Dry dispersion system, air 

compressor and vacuum→ Software (Setup→Model→Measure Mode→Dry) 

3. General Test

For the first time to test a new sample, we need to determine the test conditions 

through General Test, such as obscuration (feed and height), dispersion pressure, etc. 

1） Create project 

Project page→ New Project→ Input Project Name and Creator→ Double 

click the project and enter Record page 

Figure 1 Create project 
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2） Input document 

Test→ Test Process→ Document→ Input basic information of the sample 

3） Setting parameters 

Test→ Test Process→ Option→ Input optical parameter of the sample and 

generally keep the other parameters as default 

a) Obscuration represents the sample concentration, general range 3-10% for Dry

method, the low obscuration will cause not enough representativeness of the

sample, the low obscuration causes sample poor representativeness

b) Sampling time represents the times of collecting the optical signal for each test

4） Sample testing 

a) SOP setup and pressure testing：the testing pressure is the middle of

Pressure range, which generally should be around 0.2-0.4 Mpa. Usually

keep the other parameters as default

Figure 2 Document 

Figure 3 Parameter setup 
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b) Auto alignment and background testing：Test→Test Process→Test→OK,
please refer to Appendix 2 to check instrument state

c) Feeding adjustment：generally, disperse the sample evenly in the vibrating
through and keep obscuration between 3-10% through feeding adjustment of
Funnel Up, Funnel Down, Feeding Speed +, Feeding Speed -. At the
beginning of feeding adjustment, please prevent the sample from entering into
the system.

Figure 4 Pressure testing 

Figure 5 Auto alignment and background testing 
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Figure 9 Print result 
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d) Sample testing and result saving：General Test→ Select the average

result→ Input sample name→OK

e) View result：Record page→ Select more than 2 results→ active Comparison

page→ view D10, D50, D90 (should be <5%, 3%, 5%)

5） Print result 

Select the results in Record page and click Print from File ribbon 

Figure 7 Save the results 

Figure 8 View result of repeatability 
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4. Auto Test

After determining the test conditions of the new sample (such as ultrasonic

time, dispersion pressure, etc.), the sample can be tested through Auto Test 

1）Create project：refer to General Test 

2）Input document：refer to General Test 

3）Setting parameter：refer to General Test 

4）Sample testing： 

a） Setting SOP：Test→ Test Process→ Test→ Set SOP→ change 

parameter（The general test determines the sample dispersion pressure, 

usually only need change Feeding control and Pressure range）→OK 

b）Feeding adjustment：refer to General Test 

c） Auto test：Test→ Test Process→ Test→ Auto Test 

5）Print result：refer to General Test 

5. Shut Down

Shutdown sequence：Software →Particle size analyzer, Dry dispersion system, 

air compressor and vacuum→ Computer 

Figure 10 Setting SOP and auto test 
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Appendix 1: Reading the Report 

1) Basic information area：

2) Typical value area：D10,D50,D90, Residual, etc.

If D10=5um, it means that 10% of particles are smaller than 5um and 90% of 

particles larger than 5um 

If D95=5um, it means that 95% of particles are smaller than 5um and 5% of 

particles larger than 5um 

Edit→ Type value→ Double click one of typical percentage to modify→ OK 

3) Chart area：Differential distribution curve、Cumulative distribution curve

4) Table area：Correspond to the chart area one by one

5) Simple form area：Check the accumulated content or differential content of

specified particle size 

Edit→ Size value→ Accumulated or Differential→ Double click one of 

typical particle size to modify→ OK 
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Appendix 2: Instrument State 

Background is the signal value of each photodetector when nothing is added into 

the circulation tank. The purpose of background test is to reset the system before test, 

eliminate the influence of non-sample factors. 

Background features: 

① Laser light intensity Io should be between 10000-30000.

② Background value should be between 0.2 and 4.

③ Signals smoothly decline from left to right.

④ The number of signal channels in the test window should be less than 10.

Appendix 2 Normal background state in the testing window 

Appendix 3 Abnormal background state in the testing window 

Optical path offset needs 

adjustment 
lens is not clean lens is misty 
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Appendix 3: Replacement and Cleaning of the Dry Lens 

On the dry system, there is dry lens cover used for protection optical lens and the 
lens cover generally can be cleaned with dry degreasing cotton. When it cannot be 
cleaned, you need to use anhydrous ethanol and it is recommended that you clean it 
under the guidance of special technical personnel. Take out the dry test assembly, use 
special window wrench against the two holes on the dry lens cover, press to fix the 
test window, turn the wrench counterclockwise, then take out the dry lens cover and 
then clean the lens cover according to such steps as follows: Place a piece of gauze 
on your left palm, use your right hand to pick up tweezers and then put vertically on 
the gauze, turn to have the tweezers stuck with gauze, use a dropper to lower a few 
drops of absolute ethanol on the gauze, let your both hands cooperate with each other 
to rotate the lens cover from its center to the edge of the lens cover clockwise in a 
spiral manner and then change a new gauze to repeat the steps above till the lens cover 
is completely clean. 

Appendix 4 Procedure for cleaning the dry lens 
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Appendix 4: Routine Maintenance 

1）Regularly clean up the measurement window. See the user’s manual for details. 

2）Clean up the vacuum cleaner timely to avoid the pollution of measurement window. 

3）Air compressor should be regularly discharged and drained. See the user’s manual 

for details. 

4）Air pressure indicator at the outlet of the air compressor should be less than 5 

kilograms. 

5）Before testing different samples, please use auxiliary gas source to clean the funnel 

and air tube. 

6）To prolong the service life of various parts of the device, it is recommended to shut 

down and rest for 1-2 hours after continuous work 10 hours. 

7）In order to ensure repeatability and accuracy, the test parameters, obscuration, 

dispersing time, sampling method, dosage of dispersant and so on are required to 

be consistent. 


